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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

2

OVERVIEW
Background
The Marble Mountain Development Corporation (MMDC) is located in Steady
Brook, in the Humber Valley region of Western Newfoundland. The MMDC was
established in 1988 to develop the Marble Mountain ski facility into a year‐
round, full‐service resort. In 1995, the base lodge was constructed and the
detachable high‐speed quad chair lift was installed. In 1999, just before the
Canada Winter Games, Marble Villa, the resort's condominium‐style
accommodation set was erected and opened. The role of the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador (GNL) was to construct the initial critical mass of
infrastructure in order to attract private sector investment.
MMDC’s current management team consists of five full‐time employees (two
female and three male) who oversee the year‐round operation of the resort. In
addition, there are over 100 seasonal employees (53% male, 47% female).
During the ski season, an Outside Operations Manager, Snow School Manager
and Ski Patrol Manager are hired. The summer operations of the resort consist of
weddings, meetings and conferences, and Marble Zip Tours (MZT), which is run
by a third‐party operator. The majority of employees of MMDC are from the
Humber Valley region.
MMDC’s audited financial statements for the year ended April 30, 2015 are
provided in Appendix C.
Legislation
Legislative authority for the MMDC Board of Directors resides in its formation as
a Non‐Profit Development Corporation under the Corporations Act of
Newfoundland and Labrador.
Mandate
The mandate of the MMDC is to serve as a catalyst for tourism development
both locally and in the province as a whole. As stated in MMDC’s Articles of
Incorporation, the mandate of the Board is as follows:




MMDC shall have marketing as an important priority of its mandate and
shall designate a portion of its generated revenues solely to marketing;
Promote the area as a four‐season resort area;
Actively pursue operators, tenants and/or owners to occupy the lands in
the area for the following purposes:
o Ski facilities
o Summer activities and attractions
o Accommodations and services
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o Any other activity consistent with the development of a four‐
season establishment
Vision
The Vision of MMDC is of a high‐quality, safe, and memorable experience for its
guests in a world‐class, all‐season resort area.
Customer service, safety, and reliability are the top priorities at Marble
Mountain. Friendly and efficient service ensures that our guests enjoy their
visits. The Outside Operations team follows a stringent maintenance plan and
the lifts and machinery are regularly inspected to ensure they are in safe running
order according to the most up‐to‐date codes and regulations.
Mission
By the end of this three year plan, MMDC will have enhanced sustainable
visitation and improved its client service performance. In working with such
private‐public partners as the Western Destination Management Organization
(WDMO) and others, it will have sought to promote MMDC as a key tourism
destination while maintaining fiscal responsibility and seeking to increase
revenues from sources other than alpine skiing. This mission statement
strengthens links to, and is consistent with, the strategic directions, specifically
Strengthening Public Private Partnerships in Tourism. The mission of the MMDC
is as follows:
“By April 30, 2017, the Marble Mountain Development Corporation will have
sought to enhance sustainable visitation and client service performance.”
Board of Directors
At the end of this reporting period, April 30, 2015 the Board consisted of the
following members:
Chairperson
Vice Chair
Members

Robert Pike, St. John’s
Janice Turner, Corner Brook
James Pike, City of Corner Brook
Stephen May, Member‐at‐Large
Carla Hayes, Member‐at‐Large
John Davis, Department of Business, Tourism, Culture and
Rural Development (BTCRD), GNL
Laura Walbourne, Member‐at‐Large
Donna Thistle, Town of Steady Brook
Jerry George, Marble Mountain Ski and Ride Club
Craig Martin, Department of Finance, GNL
Carmela Murphy, Department of BTCRD, GNL
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Lines of Business
Alpine Activities and Services. Downhill skiing and snowboarding are the primary
activities at the resort. To enhance the experience, MMDC offers equipment
rentals and repairs, various forms of ski and snowboard instruction, child
supervision, ski/snowboard locker rentals, and ski patrol (safety and first aid)
services. The Resort also hosts a terrain park (an area of the mountain with
jumps and rail features) for skill progression and competitions. MMDC creates
most of its sponsorship and advertising revenue during the ski and snowboard
season through chairlift, digital, and some traditional advertising opportunities.
Meetings, Conferences and Special Events. MMDC plays host to weddings,
meetings and conferences throughout the spring, summer and fall. During the
winter season, events such as Marble Cup Alpine Ski Races, Jibfest (a terrain park
competition for snowboarders), Old Sam Day featuring ski and snowboard races,
and The Race on The Rock snowmobile races are held to attract new guests and
create interest for existing guests. Concerts and other entertainment events are
held mostly during winter time as well.
Accommodations. Marble Villa is a 31 room accommodation set with
condominium‐style suites, which range in size from studios to two‐bedroom
units. These units are characterized as ski‐in/ski‐out, meaning that they are
situated at the base of the mountain to allow easy access for skiing and
snowboarding guests. Marble Villa is air‐conditioned and open year‐round and is
convenient for guests attending weddings, meetings and conferences at the base
lodge or as a central point to explore Western Newfoundland.
Food and Beverage. MMDC provides food and beverage services during the ski
and snowboard season via the Cookhouse, a cafeteria‐style outlet, and the
Knotty Pine Lounge, a licensed bar area. MMDC also provides catering services
for all special events held at the resort. From June to September, MMDC
operates a barbecue on the deck of the base lodge to attract summer visitation.
The barbecue serves guests of Marble Zip Tours’ zip line and new high ropes
course, as well as Marble Villa users and other tourists in the area.

SHARED COMMITMENTS
New Vacation Packages. A new partnered vacation package, the Aerial
Adventure was introduced in the summer of 2014. This package combined
Marble Zip Tours’ zip line and Spider Challenge products with a two night stay at
Marble Villa. As such, the Aerial Adventure increased lengths of stay, and
encouraged visitors to engage in other activities available at the Resort.
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The Fly, Ski, and Stay winter vacation packages with Provincial Airlines continued
during the 2014‐15 ski and snowboard season, adding a new partnership with
Linkum Tours which facilitated the inclusion of multiple accommodators as an
option for guests purchasing a flight package. This provided greater access to the
region as a whole and enhanced selling, and promoted awareness of all the
activities, services, and vacation options available in the region. Marketing
materials were aligned among all partners to ensure a consistent promotional
message about the Fly, Ski, and Stay packages.
In addition, MMDC began a partnership with Four Season Tours to offer the
Resort’s first guided snowmobile experience in the Humber Valley. This
collaborative effort, which included snowmobile rentals and transportation
through Marble Zip Tours, is another step forward in creating the best winter
experience for guests.
Enhanced Cooperative Marketing. Stakeholders met prior to the 2014‐15 ski
and snowboard season to discuss cooperative winter marketing plans and
initiatives for the region moving forward. Hosted by Marble Mountain and its
marketing agency, m5 Marketing Communications, business owners and
operators shared their ideas and feedback on potential cooperative tactics. The
result was the creation of a sales program whereby accommodators in the
region had the ability to offer winter vacation packages featuring their products
in combination with Marble Mountain’s. The initiative was created with the goal
of providing key participants the tools they need to create the best experience
possible for visitors of the Humber Valley region.
Retrofit Planning for the Governor’s Express Chairlift. The 2014‐15 ski and
snowboard season was particularly challenging as a result of the August 8th, 2014
fire in the lift shack at the top of the Governor’s Express chairlift that spread to
the upper lift terminal and affected almost the entire chairlift. This meant that all
of MMDC’s planning and budgeting for the upcoming season would be affected.
Working with chairlift manufacturer, Leitner‐Poma, a retrofit plan was produced,
and began execution in October of 2014. Essentially all components of the
chairlift needed to be replaced, with the exception of the chairlift towers.

HIGHLIGHTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Infrastructure Improvements. MMDC is now home to one of the newest
chairlifts in the country, and still the only high‐speed quad chairlift in Atlantic
Canada. As chairlifts are almost never constructed during the winter, the
installation of the Lightning Express was a huge success. The new chairlift is a
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substantial infrastructure investment that will serve skiers and snowboarders for
the next 20 to 25 years.
Another undertaking of the past season with long‐term benefits was the
replacement of the last of the aging snow making pipes. That means that all of
the Resort’s snow making pipes, installed over the past three years, are now
new, larger, and can produce more snow, more efficiently, and more reliably.
Preventative maintenance on the Black Mariah and Newfie Bullet chairlifts were
again undertaken this season, resulting in very small amounts of mechanical
downtime during the season, despite the extra work of taking on the entire load
of skiers and snowboarders.
MMDC also opted to not make any snow on the western portion of the
Mountain, and to operate on all natural snow when that side opened for skiing.
The eventual huge amount of snow the area received leading up to the opening
of that portion of the Mountain was more than enough to make it through the
rest of the season, and the result was big financial savings in snow making,
grooming, and labour expenses.
Customer Service Improvements. Chris Beckett, General Manager of Marble
Mountain Resort, was elected President of the Atlantic Ski Area Association in
June, 2014. That role brings greater involvement and leadership within the
association, and strengthens ties to the neighbouring ski resorts in the region.
Customer service improvements were further enhanced through WorldHost
training in December and January, in which 21 MMDC employees, including two
members of the management team participated.
The implementation of Resort Suite, Marble Mountain’s electronic resort
management software, also provided greater flexibility to add products and
activities to guests’ itineraries in any season. Greater flexibility, such as the
ability to add a snowmobile rental or a Spider Challenge tour without having to
book a strict, standalone package, resulted in increased sales of external
operators’ products and services. Overall, Marble Mountain achieved greater
guest satisfaction, and greater use of the region and its assets as a whole.
Key Statistics. Due to the nature of this past season, and the challenge posed by
the chairlift fire, the 2014‐15 ski and snowboard season should stand out as an
anomaly year in Marble Mountain Resort’s historical records. Almost all Resort
statistics were affected by the late opening of the Lightning Express.
Despite a late opening day, installation delays, and a late March opening of the
Lightning Express chairlift, overall skier visits were down by only 7.7% from the
2013‐14 season, which was slightly less than the anticipated drop in visitation.
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Skepticism from season pass holders affected early bird season pass sales,
however overall pass sales were down by only 9% by the end of the season. At
87 days, the season was the longest in three years, even with a January 9th
opening, due to a week‐long extension at the end from April 6th to an April 12th
closing day. A detailed list of key visitor statistics is provided in Appendix A.
Though skier visits were only down by 7.7 percent, overall lift ticket revenue was
down by 17 percent due to the fact that tickets were sold at a discount for over
half the season. This again shows the importance of opening as much of the
Mountain as possible, as quickly as possible at the beginning of the season, to
avoid continued discounting. The effective ticket price (ETP) this past season
dropped expectedly to $25.83 from $29.91 last season.
Of special note this season was night riding visitation. Marble Mountain had its
most successful season of night riding to date, with 922 night tickets sold. With
nine night riding sessions over the course of the season that averages to just
over 100 night time visits per Friday, not including visitation from season pass
holders. This is the first season that night riding visitation has reached that high a
volume. Special event pricing, live music and food service every Friday night
were the major contributing factors to the success of night riding this year.
Resort Events. MMDC events continued to play an important role in attracting
guests to the Resort, from both local and destination regions. The regularly
scheduled events, such as the New Year’s Eve party, Old Sam Day, and Jibfest all
went off without a hitch. The one difference was in Jibfest this season, where
MMDC cut out the Friday night entertainment in order to focus on night riding
visitation growth, and to take some of the strain of the action‐packed weekend
off all employees. The Saturday concert went great, as did the Sunday comedy
show, which, despite inclement weather, had a surprising turnout of 200 to 300
people. The Western Sno Riders’ Race on the Rock snowmobile races had
another successful year, proving to be one of the busiest days, again, for the
Resort all season. With designated snowmobile parking right in front of the
lodge, the snowmobile user group seemed to have its largest attendance at
Marble Mountain ever this past season. The abundance of snow on the west
coast certainly helped.
Marble Mountain upgraded its contribution to the Corner Brook Winter Carnival
this past season, with much success. On one of the Fridays during the two weeks
of Carnival, the Resort offered family/group pricing, where four people skiing or
snowboarding together could get their lift tickets for just $49, or lift tickets and
rentals for $99. This event was a great tool to promote the social aspect of skiing,
and to attract users who may find pricing a barrier to entry. Western Group of
Companies also hosted a community night on a Saturday near the end of the
season. With the extra daylight hours, operation of the Lightning Express was
8

extended to 7:00pm. Guests paid $5.00 from 4:00pm, and it was another great
turnout with strong ticket sales and appreciation for the extra opportunity to
ride the new chairlift.
At the end of the season, three brand new events were introduced that the local
market enjoyed. During late March and early April, when the number of
destination visits start to slow, the Everest Challenge, Auto‐Cross, and a terrain
park ski competition were scheduled in the events calendar. Each event was
well‐received and well‐attended, and local visitors were the prime participants.
Regular guests of the Resort really appreciated the organization of such fun and
ski‐ and snowboard‐oriented events, and new sponsors such as Salomon and
North Atlantic OrangeStore came on board to support them, as well as existing
sponsor and partner, George’s Ski World. Marble Mountain partnered with the
Canadian Ski Patrol (CSP) for the Everest Challenge, where the first to ski or
snowboard the equivalent vertical of Mountain Everest wins a prize. The CSP
executed the event, with proceeds going to Marble Mountain’s volunteer patrol.
Though Marble Mountain Resort does not host any regularly‐occurring events
during the non‐winter season, 2014 may have marked the beginning of an
annual Canada Day event. This past summer, the Resort hosted its first Canada
Day party in partnership with MZT. The main attractions were a live band playing
on the deck with a multi‐team soccer baseball tournament happening in the field
at the base area of the Mountain. MZT offered special pricing for their Spider
Challenge and Zipline tours. There was a great turnout, with over 40 people
participating in the games, with additional people hanging around the deck for
the music and atmosphere. The Summer BBQ had its best day on record for the
season, with over $3,000 in food and beverage sales. It was such a success, that
planning has begun for Canada Day 2015.
Marketing and Communication Activities. One of the key tasks in MMDC’s
marketing efforts this past season was to effectively communicate accessible
chairlift installation information to all users of Marble Mountain Resort, as well
as the general public. From the time the chairlift fire occurred in August, the
Resort provided regular updates on the progression of the new lift installation,
through as many media sources possible. The Marble Mountain blog, years
dormant, finally found a place in Marble Mountain’s communication strategy. It
was essential for disseminating information about the chairlift installation, and
became the foremost outlet for other technical or detailed material from the
Resort, such as snow making. With regular chairlift updates through social
media, skimarble.com, radio, and newspaper, MMDC was transparent about the
process, and users of the facility, and the general public, were receptive and
appreciative of the honest information sharing and dialogue.
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In‐resort communication with guests was greatly improved in 2014‐15 with the
addition of six new screens around the lodge, used for information and
entertainment purposes. Four screens were installed at the ticket counter to list
pricing, event, and other Resort information, such as hours of operation. Two
new screens were installed in the Knotty Pine Lounge and were used for the
same purposes, with the addition of ski and snowboard video clips for guests to
enjoy as they spend time in the lodge. The existing screen near the fireplace in
the Knotty Pine Lounge was used to show cable television, mainly sports, which
was a new feature in 2014‐15.
The screens greatly helped in promotions, especially in communicating details of
all the new events that were planned over the season. The information available
on‐screen at the ticket counter helped to streamline guest service as well as sell
additional products and services, as people were informed of their purchase
options as they approached the ticket counter. A very helpful addition to be able
to provide guests on the lodge information screens was the new GIS‐based trail
map created by a student from College of the North Atlantic during the 2013‐14
ski and snowboard season. Using the map, the Resort can more clearly than ever
show which trails are open, closed, groomed, and ungroomed, as well as which
chairlifts are in operation. Using this sort of technology in place of a paper‐based
mountain and trail status list posted around the Resort is uncommon, and makes
Marble Mountain one of the only ski resorts doing it in the country.
Advertising and Promotional Activities. Extra effort was put into trying to keep
season pass numbers as high as possible this season, with an anticipated drop in
sales due to the damaged chairlift. MMDC added Coast Clothing in Stephenville
to its list of early bird promotion locations. Marble Mountain was onsite at the
store in Stephenville one day in October, where the promotion from years past
with other retailers was offered: purchase a season pass in store on that day and
receive 20 percent off your purchase. A partnership was created with Magine
Snowboards for the Coast Clothing promotion, where any person who purchased
a pass in store that day had a chance to win a brand new snowboard from the
company. The 20 percent off promotions also happened at Ballistic in St. John’s,
and at Ski World in Steady Brook.
In addition to Ballistic’s participation in the Marble Perks discount program for
season pass holders, Marble Mountain also offered a free lift ticket valid in
January to anyone who purchased a 2015 snowboard from the shop before
Christmas, 2014. As in past years, George’s Ski World saw the most activity of the
in‐store early bird promotions, and the retailer again had a large sales day,
especially for that time of year, and leading up to a season of uncertainty with
the damaged chairlift. Additional Marble Perks to increase the value of the
season pass to guests of the Resort were 10% off private ski/snowboard lessons,
and bring a friend for one free Discover Ski or Snowboarding lesson. The idea
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behind that perk is to encourage users of the facility to bring their non‐skiing
friends to the Resort to introduce them to and experience the alpine sports, as
well as the fun, social aspect of skiing and snowboarding.
Food and Beverage Improvements. As the Resort continues to move toward a
fully integrated customer relationship management system, the food and
beverage module of the Resort Suite software line was purchased this past
season. The module provides detailed reports on revenue and item sales, and
allows the Resort to more quickly and efficiently serve guests. New, healthier
food items were also added to the Cookhouse and Knotty Pine Lounge menus.
The Marble Mountain Summer BBQ continued a five day per week operating
schedule in 2014, and added more incentive for purchase. Coupons with a small
discount were created to hand out to guests at Marble Villa upon check‐in, as
well as to MZT’s zip‐line guests through their employees. A sales incentive
program was created, wherein the MZT employee with the most redeemed
coupons would receive a free meal from the BBQ. The free meal was awarded
weekly based on the previous week’s coupon redemptions.
Snow School. School revenue increased by only under $1,000 this season over
2013‐14, however, profits more than doubled from $13,841 to $29,452, an
increase of 112.8 percent. This is largely due to significant cost savings in labour.
From elementary to high schools all over the Province, 3,090 students came
skiing at Marble Mountain as part of the school group program. Revenue from
school groups increased by 22.5 percent from 2013‐14 to 2014‐15.
Almost all the ten‐week youth snow school programs sold out this season,
almost all with existing waitlists. An information sheet regarding the Krunchers,
Riders, and Kids Kamp programs was sent out to approximately 3,000
elementary and junior high school students in October 2014. This was a first for
the Resort, and it seemed to work, as the sheet was quoted numerous times
during, and after, the registration period. Unfortunately, a larger number than
ever of people needed to be turned away due to sold out programs (which
illustrated the need for qualified snow school instructors – as lesson availability
was only limited by the number of available instructors).
Marble Villa. Despite the operational challenges of 2014‐15, the MMDC was able
to maintain and even modestly expand group business with the addition of a
number of non‐ski related events, small conferences, and weddings. Non‐ski
related revenue achieved a record year, and despite challenges, the Marble Villa
outperformed any other season in its history. Total revenue at Marble Villa over
the 2014‐15 fiscal year increased by 28.6 percent over 2013‐14, and income
increased by 54.2 percent over last year. Average occupancy also grew
substantially to 31.2 percent, an increase of 15.2 percent over 2013‐14, when
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occupancy sat at 27 percent. The average daily rate at Marble Villa increased to
$121.96, an increase of 8.6 percent over last year.
The Marble Villa has proven to be a key driver of lift ticket sales for the Resort.
This past season, Marble Villa was responsible for just under $41,000 in lift ticket
sales ($50,000 in 2013‐14), accounting for approximately 8.5 percent of all lift
ticket sales across the resort (nine percent in 2013‐14). The Villa also contributed
nearly $5,500 to Marble Zip Tours in the winter season through the sale of
snowmobile rentals and Zip tours. For the entire fiscal year, Marble Villa
contributed in excess of $30,000 in revenue to MZT through package sales.
This year, Marble Villa responded to requests by our partners at Marble Zip
Tours to offer the popular Zip & Stay package straight through all four seasons.
While this is a departure from packaging lift tickets with accommodations during
winter, it becomes the first Marble package to be offered year‐round, and first
winter package not to include skiing as part of the experience.
Aside from financials, this year Marble Villa made huge strides in enhancing the
guest experience. This season, major material and experiential enhancements
included:
 All new beds and associated bedding in every guest room
 All new 40” flat‐screen TV’s in each guest room
 All new sofa‐beds (with hospitality 600 count coil mattress) in each
Deluxe Studio, One Bedroom Condo, and Two Bedroom Condo
 The creation of a new room style, known as a Deluxe Studio, adding three
additional beds
 Partial implementation of LED lighting in each guest room to enhance feel
and reduce electricity costs
 End of season purchase of a 30 pair, commercial ski boot dryer for locker
room use in the 2015‐16 winter season
 Ensuring payments are taken at check‐in, essentially making check‐out
obsolete
Guest Satisfaction data continues to be actively collected electronically via an
online guest satisfaction e‐mail which is automatically sent to the guest upon
their check‐out. Satisfaction rates were very positive with 95 percent of guests
rating their overall experience as a four or five out of 5 while staying at the
Marble Villa (up from 80 percent in winter 2013‐14).
Catering. For the second consecutive year, the catering season had a much
better performance than the last. MMDC saw an increase in overall revenue of
$64,635.02, or 29 percent, year over year. Since the 2012‐13 catering season,
two years ago, revenue has more than doubled, leading to record Events
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revenue in the 2014‐15 season. This is largely due to record revenues in wedding
related activities. Marble Mountain will continue to focus on maintaining strong
wedding bookings, while looking to develop additional business through multi‐
day conferences, special events, as well as identifying cruise ship‐related
business. Detailed catering revenue information, in comparison to previous years
is provided in Appendix B.

REPORT ON PERFORMANCE
ISSUE 1: Strengthening Tourism Marketing and Business Development
Partnerships
This issue contributes to government’s strategic direction, “Strengthening
Partnerships in Tourism,” in particular, the continued implementation of the
provincial tourism strategy, Uncommon Potential: A Vision for Newfoundland
and Labrador tourism through strengthened private‐public partnership. This
issue also contributes to another strategic direction of the Department,
“Regional Development, Business and Industry Support” in key areas of
partnership and collaboration as well as business development.
Goal
By April 30, 2017, MMDC will have achieved a coordinated and effective
partnership with tourism industry partners in the region that maximizes
promotion and development of MMDC.
Objective 2014‐15
By April 30, 2015, MMDC will have developed a three‐year regional cooperative
marketing plan.
Measure
Three‐year regional cooperative marketing plan developed.
Indicator 1: Identified core regional partners



Regional accommodators and tour operators identified for potential
participation.
Invited entities to participate in the regional cooperative marketing
planning.

Indicator 2: Discussed and shared marketing goals and ideas


Held planning session at Marble Mountain Resort to discuss marketing
goals and ideas. Attendees included Marblewood Village Resort, Marble
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Inn Resort, the Lodges at Humber Valley, and Linkum Tours.
Discussed cooperative marketing opportunities for the Humber Valley
Region including increased length of stay and increased mid‐week
visitation; increased access to activities and events for guests and
continuation of the Fly, Ski, and Stay packaging.

Indicator 3: Marketing goals of regional partners identified




Partners collaborated to set marketing goals and tactics that will attract
selected target markets to the Humber Valley region during winter,
including opportunities to use skimarble.com to promote the region
collectively.
A first draft of three‐year Humber Valley partnership plan was produced
based on feedback which include annual tactics for achieving the goals of
the group.

Discussion of Results:
Marble Mountain Resort, with m5 Marketing Communications, invited
stakeholders in the Humber Valley region to participate in a primary discussion
regarding potential joint marketing efforts among operators for the winter
season. Activity and tour operators, along with accommodators in the area,
attended and shared their needs and objectives as they pertain to the winter
season. Attendees included Marblewood Village Resort, Marble Inn Resort, the
Lodges at Humber Valley, and Linkum Tours. Provincial Airlines was kept abreast
of the knowledge sharing, as they were unable to attend the session.
The discussion uncovered common goals among the group, including those of
Marble Mountain Resort: increased length of stay and increased visitation mid‐
week (incremental business); increased access to activities for guests; more
events to draw guests to the region; and the continuation of Fly, Ski, and Stay
packaging options. It was agreed that skiing and snowboarding at Marble
Mountain is the core product to attract guests. However the region needs more
offerings in addition to alpine sports to increase visitation. Potential tactics to
achieve these goals were discussed: the creation of a portal through
skimarble.com to highlight the Humber Valley region in winter; other
opportunities to use skimarble.com to promote the region collectively; specific
event ideas, such as a cultural and/or food experiences; and specific marketing
collateral and delivery options to promote these new and continued
partnerships.
Based on group feedback, a first draft of a three‐year marketing plan was
produced by Marble Mountain Resort and m5 Marketing Communications. The
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plan includes yearly tactics for achieving the established goals set by the group,
including the definition of target markets for the multi‐year plan. The plan will be
finalized over the summer of 2015, and execution will begin during the lead up
to the 2015‐2016 ski and snowboard season.
Objective 2015‐16: By April 30, 2016, MMDC will have taken steps to
implement the 3 year marketing plan
Measure: Steps taken to implement a 3 year marketing plan

Indicators:
 Three‐year marketing plan finalized and shared with partners
 Participating partners selected option(s) that worked best for their
business
 Executed year one marketing tactics of the three‐year plan

ISSUE 2: Developing and Enhancing Products and Experience
A first step in developing MMDC as a four‐season resort, which supports the
marketing Newfoundland and Labrador as a multi‐season tourism destination, is
to work collaboratively with partners to enhance the tourist experience. This
work supports government’s strategic direction of “Strengthening Partnerships
in Tourism”. This issue also contributes to another strategic direction of the
Department, “Regional Development, Business and Industry Support” in the key
area of business and industry development.
Goal
By April 30, 2017, the MMDC will have completed a comprehensive base area
Master Plan and Development Strategy and private‐sector investment will be
sought to further develop the four‐season resort.
Objective 2014‐15
By April 30, 2015, MMDC will have completed a comprehensive base area
Master Plan and Development Strategy
Measure
Master Plan and Development Strategy completed.
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Indicator 1: Engaged a proponent to develop a comprehensive base area Master
Plan and Development Strategy


EcoSign Mountain Resort Planners Ltd. was hired to develop a master
plan and development strategy. Specializing in the planning and
development of ski resorts, EcoSign assessed Marble Mountain’s assets,
and developed a Master Plan which was finalized during 2014‐15, the
Master Plan was well‐received by local stakeholders, including
accommodators, tour operators, and other local business owners.

Indicator 2: Sought private sector input into the development of the Master Plan
and Development Strategy




Stakeholders in the immediate area were invited to information sessions
at Marble Mountain Resort regarding the plan.
Representatives from EcoSign presented their findings and development
options to the group.
Stakeholders provided feedback, and EcoSign adjusted the development
plan accordingly.

Indicator 3: Identified business development opportunities


Within the master plan, EcoSign identified business development and
potential land use opportunities that would fit within the development
strategy of the Resort. Examples included more non‐skiing attractions,
such as restaurants or a spa, and additional activities such as tubing, ice
skating, or shopping.

Discussion of Results:
Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners, Ltd., based in Whistler, BC, is a consultancy
that specializes in the design of comprehensive, multi‐year master plan and
development strategies for ski resorts. EcoSign was contracted to create a
master plan and development strategy for Marble Mountain Resort.
Upon analysis of the operation, Ecosign created two plan options which included
land use opportunities for new activities and attractions to the Resort. The plans
were presented to the Board of Directors, and then to stakeholders, including
accommodators, tour operators, retailers, other general business owners in the
area, as well as some interested parties from the general public. Based on their
feedback, the plans were adjusted, a group consensus was achieved and the
favoured master plan was selected for execution.
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Objective 2015‐16: By April 30, 2016, MMDC will have identified
recommended business development priorities
Measure: business development priorities identified and recommended

Indicators:



Input received from current the Marble Mountain Resort stakeholders,
including the general public, on business development opportunities
based on master plan and development strategy
Development opportunities shared via public expressions of interest

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
The greatest opportunities for Marble Mountain Resort lie in three areas: private
sector investment, increased group visitation, and more accessible and
affordable transportation options.
Private sector investment through the newly created resort master plan and
development strategy will not only provide extra revenue and increased cash
flow for the Resort, it will also create more attractions and add to the overall
Marble Mountain experience. MMDC is not in the financial position to build and
offer more services and activities to its guests beyond simply building upon
existing business units.
The Resort is in need of more non‐skiing attractions, such as restaurants or a spa,
additional activities such as tubing, ice skating, or shopping; and potentially real
estate. Additional summer recreational activities would boost the Resort’s
abilities as well. Creating these additional attractions rounds out the Marble
Mountain experience, and means that one does not need to ski in order to have
a great time. Attraction creation provides the opportunity to sell the Resort as an
all‐around vacation destination. Marble Mountain needs to focus on improving
its current lines of business, not creating new ones. With the current
development strategy from EcoSign, these opportunities are becoming closer to
reality.
Group visitation in the form of ski clubs or other user groups can mean the
difference in a profitable season and an unprofitable one. Those potential user
groups also include school groups from within the Province visiting more often.
One of the goals of the Resort is to work with schools and their curriculums to
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include skiing and snowboarding in their programming, as health and fitness
have become very important in schools at a young age. Ski clubs or other like‐
minded groups exist all over Canada. Attracting group visitation during the ski
season strongly benefits all business units of the Resort, and is relatively easy to
manage.
Finally, the biggest transportation opportunity that exists for Marble Mountain
Resort is flight access. Ski resorts do not normally come with an inter‐provincial
airport within a 30 minute drive – but Marble Mountain does. One of the issues
is the cost of flights. Though those costs are decreasing due to greater air access
from more airlines and, thus, competition, the price of intra‐provincial air travel
remains a barrier for most. MMDC has partnered with Provincial Airlines to offer
reduced airfare for skiers from St. John’s, and the Resort will continue down that
path with Linkum Tours next season. The Fly, Ski, and Stay package has great
value, it just needs more exposure in the marketplace. With increased air access
from Toronto and Halifax coming in 2015, those ski clubs and groups become
more accessible.
The biggest challenges Marble Mountain Resort faces are weather and
increasing costs. It is easy for first time visitors of the Resort to be turned off if
they have a bad experience due to weather, and that is in part because of the
biggest barrier of all: cost. Skiing and snowboarding are relatively expensive
activities to be involved in to begin with, even if one does not have to travel a
great distance to take part. The local marketplace, though precious, is shrinking,
and can only provide so much revenue for the Resort. MMDC relies heavily on
out of town business to provide revenue for all business units, and those visits
can and regularly are so easily affected by adverse weather.
Not only is cost an issue for guests, but it is also an issue for operations. The cost
of fuel greatly affects all aspects of Marble Mountain, including the three biggest
and most essential ones: snow making, grooming, and chairlift operation. MMDC
is hyper‐sensitive to cost increases, which unfortunately means that at some
point, those costs need to be shared with guests. That is why the Resort needs to
focus on creating more value for each dollar spent, rather than decreasing price.
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APPENDIX A: VISITOR STATISTICS
Historical Overview of Selected Key Indicators 2009‐10 to 2014‐15
Indicator

09‐10

Skier
Visits1
Ski Days2
Average
Per Ski
Day3

84,96
2
86
988

Annual
%4
‐ 6.3
‐ 17.3
+ 13.3

10‐11
72,55
1
82
885

Annual
%4
‐ 14.6
‐ 4.7
‐10.4

11‐12
72,47
0
100
725

Annual
%4
‐ 0.11
+22
‐18

12‐13
66,06
9
83
796

Annual
%4
‐8.8
‐ 17
+9.8

13‐14
67,07
8
85
789

Annual
%4
+1.5

61,931

Annual
%4
‐7.7

+2.4
+0.9

87
712

+2.4
‐9.8

Glossary
1
A "skier visit" is an industry term used to denote one visit by a guest. A couple visiting Marble Mountain
for one day would be two skier visits. Total skier visits are calculated by adding day pass sales to visits from
season passes (see below detailed statistics)
2
A ‘ski day” is an industry term to denote the number of days that Marble Mountain was available (open)
for guests to ski.
3
Average Per Ski Day is the number of skier visits divided by the number of ski days open
4
Annual % is the Increase (+) or Decrease (‐) compared to the previous year.
Start Dates
2008‐09: December 26
2009‐10: January 9
2010‐11: January 18
2011‐12: December 26
2012‐13: December 31
2013‐14: December 26
2014‐15: January 9
All start dates from 2000‐01 to 2007‐08 were in the third week or last week of December capturing the
high visitation, high‐yield Christmas‐New Year holiday period, traditionally a peak with winter resorts.
The average annual increase/decrease over the six year period 2009‐10 to 2014‐15 is as follows:
 Skier Visits: ‐6%
 Ski Days: ‐2%
 Average Per Ski Day: ‐2.4%
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14‐15

Detailed Statistics 2011‐12 to 2014‐15

Season
Passes
Day Lift
Tickets
Total
Skier
Visits

2011‐12

2012‐13

% Change

2013‐14

2014‐15

2,060

%
Change
6.2

1,872

%
Change
‐9.1

2,119

1,940

‐8.4%

23,733

21,449

‐9.6%

19,968

‐8.2

18,875

‐5.8

72,470

66,069

‐8.8%

67,078

+1.5

61,931

‐7.8

* Total skier visits are calculated by adding day pass sales to visits from season passes. Season
pass visitation at Marble Mountain is calculated by multiplying the number of season passes sold
by 23. This is the average visits per season pass. This figure was derived by surveying season pass
holders.

Season Pass Sales

Student
Senior
Family
Adult
Youth
Under 5
80+/Comp/Staff
Family
Total

2011‐
12
614
52
667
448
305
33
N/A
2,119

% of
Total
29
2.5
31.5
21
14.5
1.5
N/A

2012‐
13
440
46
654
411
349
40
N/A

% of
Total
22.7
2.4
33.7
21.2
18
2
N/A

1,940

2013‐
14
166*
70
821
442
526
30
N/A
2,060

% of
Total
8.1*
3.4
39.9
21.5
25.7
1.5
N/A

2014‐
15
133*
66
646
367
493
44
123

%
Total
7.1*
3.5
34.5
19.6
26.3
2.4
6.6

1,872

*The significant decrease in Student season passes can most likely be attributed to families
purchasing season passes with at least one student‐aged family member. In the future, there will
be a separate product and cost for adding a student to a family pass. This will provide a better
illustration of the number of students purchasing season passes.
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APPENDIX B: CATERING STATISTICS
Weddings and Events
2009‐10
16

2010‐11
19

2011‐12

2012‐13

2013‐14

2014‐15

17

10

18

20*

# of Events

12

18

16

12

14

13*

Grand Total All Events

28

37

33

22

32

33*

Revenues Weddings

$121,754

$137,248

$124,083

$40,156.99

$138,694

$199,086.10

Revenues Events

$81,475

$146,061

$124,199

$100,527.36

$86,432

$90,654.57

Grand Total All
Revenues from Above

$203,230

$283,309

$248,282

$140,684.35

$225,126

$289,761.02

# of Weddings

*1 conference, 1 Wedding, and 2 Christmas Party Events were held in December of 2015 which, while not
directly tied to Ski Season, are included in general ski season revenue.
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APPENDIX C ‐ FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

